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Serendipity refers to uncontrolled circumstances that lead to unexpected yet fortunate discoveries. The phenomenon has been
studied extensively in relation to information retrieval. However, serendipity in the context of social encounters has been the
subject of few empirical studies. In professional life, social serendipity might result in beneﬁts such as fruitful collaboration,
successful recruitment, discovery of novel information, and acquisition of crucial new perspectives from peers. Despite the
potential signiﬁcance of serendipity, particularly for knowledge work, there is a lack of empirical understanding of related
subjective experiences and the role of technology within the process of encountering unsought ﬁndings. This qualitative study
investigates knowledge workers’ detailed narratives of serendipitous social encounters and the related factors through an analysis
of 37 responses to an international online survey. We provide a detailed account of the experiential characteristics and contextual
qualities of the reported instances of social serendipity. Finally, we discuss the seemingly minor role of technology in social
serendipity and research avenues to computationally enhance social serendipity.

1. Introduction
Originating in the 18th century [1], the concept of serendipity has been researched as a phenomenon of uncontrolled
circumstances that lead to unexpected yet fortunate discoveries [2]. Serendipity unfolds as the personal ability [3] to
beneﬁt from happy accidents [4]. The general notion of
serendipity has been studied extensively in relation to creativity and innovation activities [5, 6], information retrieval
[7, 8], and knowledge building and learning [9, 10]. Consequently, serendipity has often been conceptualized as
chance or luck [11–13], particularly in the context of innovation processes and scientiﬁc discoveries.
Earlier research in human-computer interaction (HCI)
and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) was
designed to capture serendipity within established work
environments, with the aim to facilitate intraorganizational
knowledge creation and dissemination. As a result, two

research approaches have emerged [14]: the exploration of
natural serendipity (entirely unpredictable, nondeterministic,
and nonfacilitated) and design for artiﬁcial serendipity (facilitated or triggered with the help of artiﬁcial agents such as
information communication technology (ICT) applications).
Natural serendipity has been approached in exploratory
studies on daily, spontaneous encounters [15] and social
awareness [16] in co-located work environments. Constructive research on artiﬁcial serendipity has focused on designing
systems that enable chance encounters or so-called impromptu encounters [17], with the aim to enhance social
awareness and interactions among collocated or distributed
workers. In the context of information retrieval, a typical
example of artiﬁcial serendipity is enabling surprising, novel
discoveries in content-based recommender systems to improve the diversity of recommendations [18–20].
While much CSCW and HCI research has focused on
understanding and supporting the elements of chance and
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surprise, we agree with theories stressing that chance encounters do not always lead to serendipitous events. The
element of beneﬁts is equally central, as emphasized by
research on information search and ICT [21–23]. The subject
of this article, therefore, is an exploration and analysis of
how chance encounters turn into professionally valuable
experiences of social serendipity (the example story in
Figure 1), followed by a discussion of how ICT can better
support this process. We focus on encounters between
knowledge workers or people in professions that require
high levels of creativity, extensive use of intellectual skills,
and theoretical rather than contextual knowledge [24].
According to Davenport [25], knowledge workers possess
“high degrees of expertise, education, or experience and the
primary purpose of their jobs involves the creation, distribution, or application of knowledge.”
Highly networked and collaborative, modern knowledge
work can beneﬁt from social serendipity because workers’
tasks often require extensive social networks, various types
of information, and access to people with complementary
expertise [26]. It is noteworthy that, in today’s knowledge
work practices, value is often created in an ecosystemic way
[27] and through social networks [28]. Organizational ﬂuidity [29] relaxes conservative boundaries and structures,
allowing networking and collaboration to take place more
freely within and among organizations, cultures, and disciplines. Such changes in collaboration and networking
practices have introduced new interest in fostering serendipitous encounters regardless of actors’ aﬃliations and
across organizational boundaries. We anticipate that such
interorganizational social serendipity can manifest in, for
example, forming new, useful connections at networking
events and recruitment fairs, identifying relevant peers at
conferences, and establishing fruitful business relationships
in cocreation spaces and start-up incubators [30].
We argue that the experience of social serendipity that
takes place naturally outside the workplace is an indicator of
successful, desirable knowledge work. For individual, social
serendipity can be a highly beneﬁcial experience, providing
both emotional pleasure and instrumental gain. Designing
information systems for facilitating serendipity could beneﬁt
from deeper empirical understanding of what examples
people have of such experiences and how social serendipity
emerges as an experience. This knowledge, in turn, could
shed light on the expected role of ICT in social serendipity
processes and how technology can contribute to formation
and ﬂow of serendipitous experiences in professional life.
This research is driven by the following questions: (RQ1)
What characterizes serendipity in the context of social encounters among knowledge workers? (RQ2) What behavioral
and experiential processes are associated with social serendipity? Through an analysis of 37 knowledge workers’ selfreported narrations of their experiences of serendipitous
social encounters, we provide a detailed account of the
various experiential and contextual qualities that impact
social serendipity. Additionally, we extend the theoretical
understanding of the traditional serendipity process with
characteristics particularly applicable to social serendipity.
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2. Related Work
This section ﬁrst dives deeply into the concept of serendipity
and describes relevant theories and studies to identify the
research gaps we address in this article. Second, we review
the existing research that envisions opportunities to artiﬁcially support serendipity via various technological
solutions.

2.1. Theoretical Foundations of Serendipity. The conceptualization of serendipity began in 1754 through the story
about “The Three Princes of Serendip” who were “always
making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things they
were not in quest of” [31]. The term gained popularity in the
late 20th century in a detailed discussion on serendipity as
“the art of making unsought ﬁndings” [32]. Researchers
theorizing serendipity were primarily interested in the role
of chance or luck in scientiﬁc discoveries. An alternative
deﬁnition appeared in the work of Liang [33], who studied
the concept as an experiential quality within interactive
technologies and deﬁned it as a “pure experience in our
everyday lives interwoven with a tangled ecology of interactive
systems.”
Many researchers have investigated serendipity in the
domain of information retrieval and produced various
frameworks and theories of its elements under diﬀerent
names despite major similarities in their meanings.
According to Makri and Blandford [21], serendipity can be
initiated by a conducive physical environment in the absence
of time pressures. Other researchers labelled these features as
triggers [22, 23]. Makri and Blandford [21] noticed that to
beneﬁt from serendipity, one should also have an implicit
awareness of the need or opportunity for unsought discoveries and an open mind to sense-making of serendipitous
cues. These observations are reﬂecting the notion of the
prepared mind proposed by Pease et al. [22] and the element
of connection in the model developed by McCay-Peet and
Toms [23]. The ﬁnal element common across all models of
serendipity is the so-called serendipitous or valuable outcome, which might refer to the creation of a product, artifact,
or knowledge.
In addition to these process-based models, Sun et al. [34]
and Zhou et al. [35] developed a serendipity model based on
three types of contexts that impact the serendipitous experience. First, the external context refers to the role of
personal status and temporal and environmental factors, for
example, encountering unsought ﬁndings during activities
such as leisure and work in a speciﬁc place and at a certain
time. Second, the social context relates to unexpected encounters achieved through socializing with both familiar and
unfamiliar others. The external and social contexts thus
facilitate perceptions of unexpectedness through various
surrounding stimuli, reﬂecting the earlier conceptualizations
of conducive physical environments and triggers. Finally, the
internal context comprises the role of individuals’ background knowledge, experiences, mindsets, recognized needs,
emotional states, and levels of perceptiveness. This context is
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John is waiting for his flight on a business trip. He notices a
familiar sticker on the laptop of a nearby person. He asks
the other person about his destination and plans.

They notice that they coincidentally are heading to the same
event, so they spend the flight eagerly discussing their work.

4

3

They bump into each other again on the first event day.
They are glad to have the opportunity to continue the
conversation they started in the plane.

After another inspiring discussion, they notice that they have
plenty of great ideas and a good team spirit. This is just the
beginning of their long-term collaboration ...

Figure 1: Fictional example of an unexpected encounter that turns into social serendipity.

tied to the sense-making of unexpected encounters and value
creation. The focus on individuals’ characteristics in this
view on serendipity can be clearly associated with the notion
of the prepared mind, while the sense-making element of the
proposed model correlates with the notions of connection
and valuable outcomes mentioned earlier.
In this article, we adopt McCay-Peet and Toms’s [23]
model as the central theoretical framework and analytic tool
for the collected experiences of serendipity. Reviewing
existing models that theorize serendipity as a process and
propose a temporal framework also allows us to analytically
dissect the experiences collected through the survey. McCayPeet and Toms [23] distinguished the following phases of the
serendipitous experience. The trigger initiates the serendipity experience and thought process about a potentially
valuable outcome. The experience can arise from visual
nontextual cues such as observations of activities and environments, verbal cues in conversations among individuals,
and textual cues from reading content in books, journals,
and websites. In the connection phase, a person relates the
trigger with their background and knowledge, which leads to
identiﬁcation of a valuable outcome, deﬁned as the potential
to solve an existing problem or open new opportunities. The
follow-up phase consists of the actions a person takes to
achieve a valuable outcome such as capturing the trigger for
later use, immediately acting on the opportunity, or preparing to accomplish a valuable outcome. McCay-Peet and
Toms [23] also identiﬁed three key categories of valuable
outcomes that have personal, organizational, and global
eﬀects. An unexpected thread is a sign that, when perceived
by a person, indicates the presence of luck, chance, accident,
or surprise in a serendipitous situation. We apply this model

in the analysis of the reported experiences and explore its
validity in the context of social serendipity in knowledge
work.
In summary, according to earlier conceptualizations of
serendipity, to take advantage of serendipity, one should
have an open mood and free time to turn opportunities into
action. A person should be able to perceive and analyze
serendipitous cues from the environment to gain beneﬁts.
Following this broad theorization, we want to emphasize
that experiences other than luck and chance must unfold to
fulﬁl the requirements of the serendipity deﬁnitions. It is
noteworthy that serendipity takes place in the realm of
experiencing, which does not permit objective examination
or measurement. Both essential elements of serendipity—unexpectedness and beneﬁts—are primarily subjectively deﬁned. The question of what is suﬃciently
unexpected or beneﬁcial to count as serendipity varies
among individuals. It, therefore, remains unclear how the
natural contingency in everyday social encounters turns into
something recognized as useful. Some long-term eﬀects such
as the increased productivity of individuals and organizations and the creation of new ideas can be recognized objectively. However, it is almost oxymoronic to empirically
study the interplay between the experience and long-term
eﬀects of serendipity. It is diﬃcult for individuals to distinguish between the experienced realm and physical reality
[36], so rendering the scientiﬁc study of such concepts remains challenging. Perhaps due to this experiential nature,
most theorizations of serendipity are limited to describing
the internal and external factors that contribute to the
probability of a particular event such as ﬁnding a new interesting connection. To our knowledge, particularly in our
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interest area of knowledge work, there are neither proper
conceptualizations nor prior empirical studies on individuals’ subjective experiences of the overall social serendipity
process from the trigger to the valuable outcome.

2.2. Designing for Serendipity
2.2.1. Key Aﬀordances for Artiﬁcial Serendipity.
Serendipitous experiences triggered or initiated by physical
and digital objects, agents, or environments have been
termed artiﬁcial serendipity [14]. The concept also appears in
the literature where it is called controlled [37] and online
serendipity [38, 39]. In contrast to its natural counterpart,
which is entirely unpredictable and nondeterministic, artiﬁcial serendipity happens only when necessary conditions
occur. De Melo [14] classiﬁed four categories of triggers for
serendipity (Table 1): things, places, events, and agents.
Such physical and digital triggers might possess key
aﬀordances for serendipity, as conceptualized by Björneborn
[40]. The ﬁrst aﬀordance—so-called diversiﬁability—describes the capacity of environments to enable access to
diverse, dissimilar, and incomplete contents. This aﬀordance, coupled with individuals’ ability to be open-minded,
can spark curiosity and interest. The second aﬀordance—
traversability—refers to the environment capacity to enable
individuals’ mobility, leading to divergent exploration and
convergent search activities. The most rudimentary examples of diversiﬁability and traversability aﬀordances in the
digital realm are the Google search engine and Twitter feeds,
which increase the chances for serendipity to occur by
opening access to enormous amounts of contents and different paths to encounter them. As an example of a physical
environment with these two aﬀordances, Björneborn [40]
mentioned libraries. Finally, sensorability relates to the
degree of stimuli richness in the environment and the capacity to stimulate the serendipitous experience through
various senses. Coupled with individuals’ sensitivity and
attention, sensorability is responsible for producing a sense
of surprise and experience. To summarize, diversiﬁability
and traversability manifest in both physical and digital
environments and have stronger eﬀects in the latter due to
the ease of accessing and manipulating information. Sensorability primarily manifests within things and trigger
agents. Digital triggers typically are limited to visual and
audio stimuli, so the sensorability aﬀordance is prevalent
within the physical realm involving all the senses.
Digital environments’ potential to have aﬀordances for
serendipity was addressed by McCay-Peet and Quan-Haase
[41], who argued that dynamic, diverse virtual environments
can become engines of serendipity. The nature of dynamism
and diversity as key qualities of digital environments can be
correlated to the diversiﬁability and traversability aﬀordances. McCay-Peet and Quan-Haase [41] studied users’
perceptions of Twitter as a serendipitous environment to
outline a design space for future serendipity-embedded
digital services. The main ﬁnding from their research was
that greater activity on such platforms can strengthen
perceptions of serendipity and increase the probability of
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opportunistic information discovery (i.e., divergent content
exploration). Additionally, the authors concluded that
perceptions of serendipity might vary due to age diﬀerences
and might be inﬂuenced by the various motivational factors
behind the use of social platforms.
In contrast, Lutz et al. [42] challenged the possibility of
serendipitous online experiences, arguing that algorithms
might decrease the element of surprise in discovery. The
authors demonstrated that Internet is perceived as a serendipitous engine due to the abundance of transparent
information available for discovery. In addition, the authors
conﬁrmed that serendipity depends on trust and privacy,
which can either prevent or establish the context for oﬄine
and online serendipity. They also found that people with
mindsets prepared for opportune discoveries have fewer
trust and privacy concerns. Thus, prior research has demonstrated the interplay of external aﬀordances related to
various physical and digital triggers and internal aﬀordances
related to individuals’ characteristics and abilities.
2.2.2. Supporting Serendipitous Social Encounters.
Although earlier CSCW and HCI research did not refer
directly to the term “social serendipity,” several concepts are
somewhat related to the phenomenon. For example, Kiesler
and Cummings [15] found that frequent, informal, spontaneous interactions in collocated work environments enable cohesive relationships among knowledge workers and
increase their social awareness. Similarly, Vyas et al. [16]
suggested that spontaneous encounters play signiﬁcant roles
in working life because employees in organizations rarely
have opportunities for direct interactions that make them
aware of others’ activities. In particular, regarding the role of
physical places that trigger such encounters, Brown et al.
[43] concluded that the workspace layout may facilitate
unplanned, casual interactions among employees and can
serve as a contextual cue for enhanced communication and
productivity in organizations.
Such exploratory studies have motivated various system
designs to increase the probability of chance encounters and
overall social awareness within organizations. For instance,
Erickson and Kellogg [44] introduced the concept of socially
translucent systems aimed at increasing the visibility of
employees’ activities in large groups and organizations.
Jeﬀrey and McGrath [17] designed the “Forum,” a collaborative working environment as a space for informal online
interactions that help employees make new connections and
share knowledge.
Studies on social matching have also been aimed at
understanding the role of both personal (internal) and
contextual (external) factors in supporting serendipitous
encounters between strangers [45, 46]. Eagle and Pentland
[47] proposed research on sensing contextual surroundings
and increasing serendipitous interactions via mobile devices.
They built an artifact called serendipity, a socially curious
mobile device that encourages face-to-face interactions
within a range of proximity. Interestingly, this solution is
based on the idea of maximizing similarity in the matching
process, which might lead to anticipated rather than serendipitous encounters.
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Table 1: Examples of physical and digital triggers that can initiate artiﬁcial serendipity.
Trigger type
What

Things
Places

Where
Events
Who

Agents

Physical
Inanimate material objects (e.g., pens, desks, cups,
desks, and plants)
Physical environment (e.g., buildings, rooms, oﬃce
premises, streets, and parks)
Co-location (e.g., physical presence at conferences
and parties)
Animate beings (e.g., human beings, pets, and
animals)

Another vein of research and design has sought to
measure serendipity despite the highly subjective nature of
the phenomena. For instance, Losada et al. [48] attempted to
predict the probability of experiencing fortunate discoveries
by exploring phone calls and Bluetooth-based social interactions between employees in organization during a ninemonth experiment. The authors concluded that analysis of
social networks could reveal information about experiencing
serendipitous encounters when establishing new connections. Niu and Abbas [49] further proposed a framework to
stimulate users’ curiosity through modeling surprise and
value in recommender systems.
Some recent commercial services have been aimed at
increasing serendipitous encounters among people. Examples include the Serendipity Machine (serendipitymachine.
com) social platform and the Seats2Meet (seats2meet.com)
service. Both are driven by the vision of Society 3.0 [50],
which refers to virtual communities that contribute to social
capital, business networks, and ecosystems through social
networking and cocreation. The primary objective of
Seats2Meet is to arrange social interactions through realtime, location-based networking. The service provides
software to support and facilitate connections, follow-up
activities, and value creation. Unfortunately, so far, the
service has been little used, possibly because it is ﬁrmly tied
to physical meeting points.
These studies and designs have demonstrated that understanding context plays a vital role in increasing the
chances for the element of surprise to occur. However, not
all unexpected and impromptu connections evolve into
beneﬁcial, that is, serendipitous experiences. People also
have to recognize opportunities and act promptly. Although
the concept of serendipity has inspired various system designs, earlier CSCW and HCI investigations narrowly focused on intraorganizational boundaries and tended to
simplify serendipity by treating only the initial phase of the
serendipity experience that enables chance. While enabling
chance encounters is worthwhile, we call for design endeavors that aim further—towards social serendipity. This
end demands new design approaches to turn mere chance
and contingency into beneﬁcial outcomes with the help of
algorithmic systems. We propose that knowledge work can
beneﬁt from designs that better utilize diversity and dissimilarity principles to bridge people with diﬀerent expertise. Technology can also take more agencies in assisting
knowledge workers to follow up on their new connections
and uncovering professional values that could otherwise go

Digital
Digital artifacts (e.g., notiﬁcations, buttons, and popup windows)
Digital environment (e.g., social networking
platforms, mobile applications, and video games)
Distributed events (e.g., teleconferences, webinars,
and a remote presence)
Artiﬁcial beings (e.g., chat-bots and artiﬁcial
intelligent agents)

unseen due to human biases [51]. We continue this line of
discussion based on the empirical study, as follows.

3. Methodology
To collect knowledge workers’ experiences of serendipitous
social encounters, we employed an international, Englishlanguage online survey with open-ended questions accompanied by Likert statements. We anticipated that ﬁnding
relevant respondents with interesting experiences would be
challenging. We, therefore, decided to focus on a qualitative
approach by including several open-ended questions rather
than a quantitative approach with many closed-ended
questions that would not allow an in-depth understanding of
the experiences.
3.1. Online Survey Structure. To explain the purpose of the
survey, we introduced serendipity as the experience of
unexpected social encounters that are perceived as fortunate
and result in personally valuable interactions, networks,
information, and other outcomes from social interactions.
This deﬁnition was informed by the aspects and essential
elements of serendipity drawn from the theories introduced
in Section 2. We also supported this explanation by including a storyboard (Figure 1) to the introductory part of
the survey.
After reading and signing the informed consent form,
the respondents proceeded to the questionnaire, which had
ﬁve sections (Table 2). The ﬁrst section focused on the respondents’ experiences of social serendipity and included
questions about the total number of such encounters and
short descriptions of their most memorable ones (Q1 and Q2
in Table 2). The second section asked for a detailed description of their most memorable or important experience
(Q3 and Q4). Earlier research has demonstrated signiﬁcant
role of context [35], so the third section included 7-step
Likert statements and open-ended questions about the
physical, social, and personal contexts of the reported encounter (Q5–Q10). The fourth section asked for details
about attitudes, similarities, and diﬀerences with the encountered person (Q11–Q14), as well as follow-up activities
and valuable outcomes (Q15–Q17). Section ﬁve investigated
the respondents’ opinions and ideas about ICT-enhanced
serendipity (Q18 and Q19). Finally, the survey collected the
respondents’ demographic details, attitudes toward technology, social media use, and general social networking
practices.
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Table 2: Online survey structure and verbatim questions.

I. General information regarding serendipitous experiences
Q1. Overall, how many serendipitous encounters do you think you have experienced?
Q2. What portion of these was somehow successful and led to positive results in your work?
II. Most memorable experience
Q3. Please shortly describe what kinds of experiences or moments they were. Did they have something in common?
Q4. Now, think of your personally most important experience or moment. If it is hard to decide between a few alternatives, it might be best
to concentrate on the one that you remember the best. For the selected experience, we would like you to verbalize the ﬁrst encounter from
your perspective in as much detail as possible. Feel free to write a short story of the moment in your own way.
III. Context
Q5. The place where we met was to me: (1) very unfamiliar–(7) very familiar.
Q6. The other surrounding people around were to me: (1) very unfamiliar–(7) very familiar.
Q7. What were your ﬁrst feelings or impressions after the meeting?
Q8. Your willingness to socialize at that moment: (1) very unsocial–(7) very social.
Q9. Busyness: (1) I was in a great hurry–(7) I was not busy at all.
Q10. Energy level: (1) I was very tired–(7) I was full of energy.
IV. Attitude, follow-up, and valuable outcome
Q11. Please rate how diﬀerent your interests were from the person you met: (1) very diﬀerent–(7) very similar.
Q12. If you identiﬁed common interests with the person you met, please brieﬂy describe what they were about.
Q13. Please rate how diﬀerent your personality is from the person you met: (1) very diﬀerent–(7) very similar.
Q14. Please describe how comfortable you were while interacting with the person you met: (1) very awkward–(7) very comfortable.
Q15. What were the long-term results of this encounter? How has this encounter been valuable to you and your work?
Q16. How and when did you realize that this encounter or new connection was valuable?
Q17. In your opinion, what made it possible to take advantage of this encounter or new connection?
V. Ideation on ICT-enhanced serendipity
Q18. How do you think information technology (e.g., mobile applications, online services, and social media) could support serendipitous
encounters?
Q19. What kind of technical features could help people discover each other or help people meet?

The online survey questions were partly inspired by
McCay-Peet and Toms’s [23] model of the serendipity
process. For instance, the third section was aimed at eliciting
details on contextual factors that could serve as triggers for
serendipity. Q15–Q17 were intended to collect details on the
phases of follow-up, connection, and valuable outcomes,
according to the process model.
3.2. Recruitment and Respondents. We targeted knowledge
workers, whom we deﬁned in the survey as “people who
develop or use knowledge in their job (e.g., researchers, engineers, consultants, teachers, and coaches).” The respondents
were recruited through mailing lists and ﬂyers at academic
events, as well as web-based platforms, such as the Call for
Participants service, (callforparticipants.com) Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Twitter. As an incentive, the respondents were
invited to take part in a raﬄe for an iPad and two $50
Amazon vouchers. We closed the survey after collecting 50
responses over several months, which we considered a
suﬃcient amount for qualitative analysis. Of the 50 respondents, 37 provided suﬃcient details about serendipitous
social encounters that had eﬀects on their professional life.
The other 13 stories were excluded because they either were
focused on nonprofessional beneﬁts such as love stories and
friendships or were about general opinions regarding serendipitous experiences without speciﬁc examples from their
lives.
The respondents’ ages ranged widely from 22 to 77 years
(M: 35 and Mdn: 30). Nineteen respondents were female and
18 male, and they primarily came from European and Slavic

backgrounds: Finnish (N � 12), Russian (N � 11), British
(N � 3), and Czech (N � 3). The rest were Slovakian, Greek,
American, Indian, Kazakh, Persian, Italian, and Yemeni. At
the time of completing the survey, the majority of the respondents were pursuing doctoral studies (N � 15), ﬁve were
Master of Science students and one was an undergraduate
student. Seven respondents had received undergraduate
degrees, six Master of Science degrees, and three doctoral
degrees. Researcher (N � 9) was the most common occupation among all the respondents. Some reported working in
ICT as, for example, data architects, software engineers, and
computational physicists. The remaining professions included, for example, business owners, health care experts,
designers, management, and sales specialists.
The majority of the respondents indicated that they had
experienced only a few serendipitous social encounters in
their lives (average: 7, minimum: 1, maximum: 30, and
standard deviation: 6). For 21 respondents, most of the new,
unexpected connections (>50%) had evolved into serendipitous experiences that positively aﬀected their work. For
13 respondents, less than 50% of the encounters were useful
in their professional life, and for the remaining respondents,
it was hard to estimate proportions of professionally valuable
serendipitous social encounters. Most respondents reported
that they were somewhat social and somewhat proﬁcient in
becoming acquainted with new people (M: 4.96 and Mdn: 5).
On average, the majority (N � 25) had 100–500 friends in
social networking services, while nine respondents had more
than 500 connections and three respondents had fewer than
100. Interestingly, many respondents were not especially
active or strategic in networking (M: 4.37 and Mdn: 5). They
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1st cycle

2nd cycle (iterative)

Structural coding 1 (questionnaire)

Structural coding 2
(McCay-Peet et al. 2015)

(i)
Memorable story (Q4)
Valuable outcome (Q14-17)

Trigger
Connection
Follow-up
Valuable outcome

(ii)
Overview of serendipitous experience (Q3)
Context (feelings and impression) (Q7)
Common interests (Q7)
Ideas on ICT-mediated serendipity (Q18-19)

3rd cycle (iterative)
Axial coding
+
Focused coding

Figure 2: The process and methods of qualitative coding.

Category

Avg. score
(7 steps Likert-scale)

Scale

(Q5) Place familiarity

Very unfamiliar-very familiar

(Q6) Social familiarity

Very unfamiliar-very familiar

(Q8) Willingness to socialize

Very unsocial-very social

(Q9) Busyness

Very busy-not busy at all

(Q10) Energy level

Very tired-full of energy

(Q11) Interest similarity

Very different-very similar

(Q13) Personality similarity

Very different-very similar

(Q14) Interaction comfort

3,7
3,4
5,0
4,9
4,7
5,2
4,6

Very awkward-very comfortable

5,8
–60

–40

–20
0
20
40
Gantt percent (%)

60

80

Figure 3: Attributes of the respondents’ serendipitous social encounters.

considered themselves to be empathetic (M: 5.6 and Mdn: 6)
and somewhat pleasant and easy to interact with (M: 5.3 and
Mdn: 5). Most agreed that their work related to knowledge
and information acquisition (M: 5.73 and Mdn: 6), and their
jobs required active collaboration with others (M: 5.36 and
Mdn: 6). The respondents generally were positively oriented
toward technology (M: 5.32 and Mdn: 6). Overall, their job
descriptions and backgrounds ﬁt well with what could be
considered to be knowledge workers. Although not used in the
statistical analysis (e.g., comparisons between diﬀerent groups
based on background variables), such data could help planning follow-up studies with more quantitative approaches.
3.3. Data Analysis. The quantitative data was processed in
Tableau, (http://www.tableau.com), and the answers to
the open-ended questions were imported into NVivo
software (qualitative data analysis software, http://www.
qsrinternational.com/nvivo). The length of the reported
stories varied remarkably from a minimum of 50 words to a
maximum of 570, with an average of 246, median of 191, and
standard deviation of 148. The coding process consisted of

several cycles (Figure 2) including structural, axial, and
focused methods [52]. In the ﬁrst cycle, we applied structural
coding that allowed grouping the raw data into top-level
categories from the survey questionnaire and resulted in two
coding sets. The ﬁrst set consisted of answers from Q4 and
Q14–17 (Table 2) describing the most memorable stories and
valuable outcomes recognized by the respondents. The
second set comprised a general overview of serendipitous
experiences (Q3), feelings and impressions (Q7), common
interests (Q12), and ideas about ICT-enhanced serendipity
(Q18-19). Next, for the ﬁrst set, we conducted another round
of structural coding based on the serendipitous experience
process in McCay-Peet and Toms’s [23] model (trigger,
connection, follow-up, and valuable outcome). Then, we
utilized axial coding, which included line-by-line analysis
and deconstruction of the data into emerging categories for
each phase of the process. Finally, focused coding was applied to identify the most frequent categories. The coding
cycles were iterative and involved the three authors, who
conducted the coding separately and cross-checked each
other’s categorizations to validate the quality of the coding
structures.
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[...] It had happened around two years ago. I was at the ski slope trying to do downhill for my second time. It
was a tough day, and I was completely exhausted from falling, hitting other people and trees [...] A person,
who was passing by few times, stopped and started to teach me how to turn and brake. He spent around 20
minutes with me, and I was already able to do something. [...] In the evening, I was very excited about this
story. During the next day, [...] I have met him again but on the lift. We had a nice life deep conversation and
spent some time skiing. During our short lift-talk, we ended up realizing that our research interests and fields
are almost the same. We have changed cards and now have a collaboration going! [...] (R1, Russian male,
25 y.o., Researcher, length cut 42%)
Contextual triggers: public place
Interaction triggers: unsought social interaction,
communication, repeated encounter, got
assistance or advice

Connection: revealed commonalities
Follow-up: contacts exchange
Valuable outcome: primary professional,
secondary personal

Figure 4: An excerpt from a respondent’s story of a chance encounter during leisure activities that led to professional collaboration.
Being part of three [anonymized organization] projects, I spent quite much time on their premises. […] So
kitchen was a meeting point for everyone. […] A place, is pretty open and people are talkative and quite
friendly. I kept bumping into a person, and every time we were just having short chats and talks. So, one day
as I was waiting for my tea, I bumped into my (now) colleague, and he started to tell me in detail what was
his startup about. One thing led to another, and we decided to set a proper meeting where we would sit
down and discuss if I could actually help him or not. It turned out that he needed someone who could help
him with design in his current project and I offered to do that. Since then, we’re still working together on this
project, and so far we’re having good results and nice time together. […] (R4, Greek female, 41 y.o., Graphic/
UI Designer, length cut 52%)
Contextual triggers: work premises
Interaction triggers: communication,
repeated encounter

Connection: revealed complementarity
Follow-up: repeated social interaction
Valuable outcome: primary professional

Figure 5: An excerpt from a respondent’s story about how the work environment facilitated a serendipitous social encounter.

4. Findings
In this section, we provide an overview of the serendipitous
social encounters, including quantitative and qualitative
observations and examples in excerpts from the respondents’ narrations. We next describe each phase of the serendipitous experiences, following the process model by
McCay-Peet and Toms [23] but contextualizing it to the
social aspect of unsought encounters.
4.1. Overview of the Serendipitous Encounters. The quantitative results in Figure 3 demonstrated that the majority of
respondents experienced serendipitous social encounters
mostly in unfamiliar environments during both physical and
social contexts. In general, they were energized and positively oriented to socialize and had free time to take advantage of opportunities. Regarding personal attraction, the
respondents found these interactions with other persons to
be very comfortable, and they were able to identify similarities in their personalities and interests.
From an experiential viewpoint, the encounters led to
various positive feelings such as excitement, thrills, curiosity,
interest, and a sense of belonging and importance. As expected, due to the nature of serendipity, the majority of the
respondents explicitly mentioned that they felt lucky and
could not believe in such coincidences. They also interpreted
their experiences as uncontrollable and unsought. Some

assumed that fate or providence had enabled these encounters, while others considered them to be the results of
personal traits such as openness, willingness to communicate, and the ability to step outside their comfort zone. The
following example depicts how a respondent recognized
both aspects—the roles of luck and individual personality
traits:
“The fact that we were both talkative and we found each
other quite interesting people made this possible. Besides a
little bit of luck, because he was looking for someone with
my set of skills. At that time, I was also very active, and it
came quite naturally to me to grasp this opportunity and
work with something that I found both challenging and
interesting.” (R4, Greek female, 41 y.o., Graphic/UI
Designer)
The reported stories represented a high diversity of
contextual characteristics and illustrated the entire social
serendipity process, from the moment of a chance to recognize and establish value in one’s professional life. The
analysis of the qualitative data showed that the temporal
distance between the ﬁrst encounter and the positive outcomes varied from days to decades. The majority of the
stories were very detailed, often with descriptions of preconditions such as personal feelings and chains of actions
that led to the encounters and obtaining valuable outcomes.
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Social media is accelerating the process. […] The most recent: last year, a man connected to me on Facebook
after reading my comments to a mutual friend. He just traveled to place, where I live, to give a workshop
and wrote to ask whether I had time to meet him two days ago. We met and had coffee. We have some common
experiences, values and interested in sustainable development, coaching, ethics. We found an immediate
prospect to work together. He also introduced me to another person whom I met last night at the event,
and she also wants to work together. (R37, British female, 77 y.o., Head of training & development, length cut 43%)
Contextual triggers: ICT-mediated environment
Interaction triggers: communication
Connection: revealed commonalities

Follow-up: repeated social interaction
Valuable outcome: primary professional,
secondary social

Figure 6: An excerpt from a respondent’s example of an ICT-mediated environment that increased the probability of social serendipity.
Table 3: Categories of contextual and interaction triggers identiﬁed in the respondents’ stories.
Trigger type

Category
Public place (10 stories)
Professional event (7 stories)

Contextual

ICT-mediated environment (7 stories)
Work premises (6 stories)
Education premises (5 stories)
Social event (2 stories)
Direct communication (29 stories)
Repeated encounters (9 stories)

Interaction
Unsought interactions (9 stories)
Receiving assistance or advice (8 stories)

To provide a detailed picture of the collected experiences and to illustrate the coding process of the
qualitative data, we selected three stories that well
represented the diversity of the gathered data. The ﬁrst
case (Figure 4) referred to a chance encounter that was
initiated during leisure activities and evolved into a
serendipitous experience with professional collaboration
as its valuable outcome. The informal contextual setting,
combined with the respondent’s problem, triggered interactions with a stranger, who not only helped in the
current situation but also became a collaborator after
later social interactions.
Another story demonstrated how a creative working
environment could serve as a networking space and increase
the probability of serendipity (Figure 5). Here, repeated
encounters provided the element of surprise that motivated
the actors to interact and revealed previously hidden opportunities for cooperation. The ﬁnal example (Figure 6)
illustrated how technology-mediated interactions in social
networking services could lead to face-to-face meetings and
result in the planning of professional partnership. In this
context, the respondent’s follow-up of the opportunity and
willingness to interact played signiﬁcant roles in turning
chance into serendipity.

Examples from the stories
Streets, airports, clinics, train stations, hostels, bus
stops, saunas, cafés, and ski slopes
Conferences, exhibitions, and seminars
Phone and video calls, emails, and social network
services (e.g., Facebook)
Kitchens, meeting rooms, oﬃces, and halls
Campus areas and group classes
Volunteering events and fairs
Introducing each other, small talk, useful information
exchange, oﬃcial meetings, and discussions of ﬁelds
of interest, problems, and opportunities
Bumping into the same person several times,
attracting attention and motivating follow-up
Introduction of two actors by a familiar person (e.g., a
friend or supervisor) when they least expect it,
initiation of interactions by stranger
Assumption of the role of mentor by the recently
encountered person, leading to professional followup or valuable outcomes

4.2. Analysis of the Social Serendipity Process. McCay-Peet
and Toms’s [23] model was used as a framework to
identify diﬀerent phases in the narratives (trigger, connection, follow-up, and valuable outcome), which determined the structure of this subsection. We created a
bottom-up categorization of the diﬀerent instances of
each phase in the stories, supported by the examples from
reported stories.
4.2.1. Triggers. In the serendipity process, a trigger constitutes a moment when a chance encounter happens. In
other words, it refers to the general context, social situation, or setting that aﬀects an encounter. Earlier research
classiﬁed triggers based on sensory qualities [23] or types
of objects and environments [14] due to the primary focus
on unexpected encounters with information. We investigated serendipitous encounters from the perspective of
making new valuable connections, so we distinguished
between two types of triggers: contextual and interaction
triggers. Contextual triggers refer to environmental settings that spark perceptions of serendipitous experiences,
while interaction triggers cause unsought interactions
with the person encountered.
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Table 4: Categories of the connection phase identiﬁed in the respondents’ stories.

Category
Revealed commonalities (33 stories)
Revealed complementarities (17 stories)

Examples from the stories
Job ﬁelds, professional and personal interests, hobbies, life goals, work styles, shared social
ties, education ﬁelds, and life experiences
Complementary professional skills and needs, diﬀerent backgrounds and viewpoints

In this study, the most common type of contextual
triggers was related to public places (Table 3). In addition to
the example in Figure 4, the respondents reported meeting
interesting others on public transportation and in train
stations, restaurants, hotels, and even the streets. Other
common contexts included professional events such as
conferences, seminars, and professional exhibitions.
Some of the stories featured ICT-mediated environments (Figure 6) such as video conferences and Internet
sites (discussion forums and websites), and the use of
social media services could indeed increase the probability
of unsought encounters. Many mentioned that they believed that ICT could simplify the process of ﬁnding relevant others and increase awareness of potential
collaborators:
“ICTcan help connecting professionals online based on, e.g.,
interests, professional targets, or ambitions and oﬀer “blind
date” type of connection possibilities, a little bit like “people
you may know” on LinkedIn, but “people you have common
interests in.” I cannot really visualize the technical features
other than by saying that some algorithm which can
provide such “blind dates,” and then based on the users’
feedback learns to understand better what kind of people
would more likely be useful, new encounters.” (R21, Finnish
male, 48 y.o., Sales Director)
One respondent went so as far as to envision computational platforms that could enable the advanced formation
of genuinely global virtual collaboration communities across
any demographic boundaries:
“ICT solutions might collect data about my and others’
daily digital exhaust, and algorithmically ﬁnding new
potential connections for me to explore. I envision, informal
spaces for team-based work. I’m not talking about coworkings or lofts, but about a platform (social or virtual)
where a person leading some project will be able to ﬁnd and
recruit, in a way, required specialists and communicate
with them (no matter what language they speak or where
they live).” (R29, Finnish male, 39 y.o., Researcher)
Despite the generally positive attitudes toward technology-mediated serendipity, some respondents seemed to
regard existing solutions as having limited ability to facilitate
follow-up activities and value creation among people:
“ICT can increase so-called coincidensity—the increase of
chance encounters between a diversity of people—but in
many cases, it does not support the value creation, which is
the critical element in serendipity.” (R32, Finnish male, 62
y.o., Founder and partner)

Additionally, the respondents were concerned about the
trustworthiness of computer-mediated communication and
the reliability of digital persona. Such attitude could be
explained by the gap between trust in online and oﬄine
(face-to-face) interactions and the variance in this respect in
diﬀerent digital communication media (e.g., chats vs. video
calls), as implied in the following example:
“I believe there should be a way of having social media
proﬁles validated as accurate and trustworthy. I do trust
people, but I would feel better when accepting connection
requests from strangers if there was a way of checking their
proﬁle is true, similar to the blue tick that celebrities have
on Twitter. [...]” (R35, British male, 48 y.o., Data architect)
In addition to contextual factors, social serendipity experiences could be initiated through unsought interactions
with the encountered person, in words, through interaction
triggers (Table 3). For instance, repeated encounters with the
same person could easily catch one’s attention (i.e., the
familiar stranger) and motivate initiating interactions,
possibly leading to potentially valuable outcomes. In other
cases, unsought social interactions occurred when an individual was least expecting to socialize with others, increasing the perception of serendipity. The majority of the
stories reported that small chats and informal discussions
triggered serendipitous experience: ongoing conversations
gradually led to identifying mutual interests and synergies.
Another type of interaction trigger was unsought advice
or assistance. In addition to the stories represented in
Figures 4–6, a representative example of interaction triggers
came from the following story:
“[...] My department was taking up an international project
with a foreign university. Professor asked me if I could [...]
welcome the guests [...] and look after their comfort and
other arrangements. Since I held him in high regard, I could
not refuse. [...] When I ﬁrst met them, I was hesitant, but
they were very friendly. [...] We discussed our research
areas and interests, and those matched well. By the time we
reached the Guest House, they had developed a liking for
me! Later that year, I came to know of a Ph.D. award and
was encouraged by my supervisor to apply for it. [...] The
ﬁrst and most crucial step was to identify and approach a
prospective supervisor from another country. [...] I had
forgotten all about the two visitors that I assisted, but my
supervisor happened to recall my pleasant meeting with
them and suggested to contact them. [...] I applied for the
award, got selected, and now [...] working with these two
lovely and intelligent professors on my Ph.D. topic.” (R6,
Indian female, 26 y.o., Doctoral student, story length cut
42%)
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Table 5: Categories of the follow-up phase identiﬁed in the respondents’ stories.
Category
Repeated interactions (30 stories)
Contact information exchanges (6 stories)

Examples from the stories
Multiple meetings or chats that gradually lead to identiﬁcation of potentially
valuable outcomes
Capturing opportunities for later, for instance, by exchanging business cards or
contact details

In other words, the respondent was compelled to interact
with foreign visitors and did not expect that these connections would be useful one day. In addition, the supervisor’s advice triggered the connection phase of the
serendipitous experience, leading to follow-up with foreign
professors and achievement of a valuable outcome.
Overall, the data revealed that chances for serendipitous
social encounters could appear not only in unknown environments but also in familiar places. Although it was
hardly surprising that knowledge workers met at events, it
was interesting to note that the respondents also reported
unsought and unexpected experiences in contexts where
people were generally in socially open moods and mentally
prepared for new opportunities. In addition to contextual
factors, the experience of social serendipity could be initiated
through interactions with other individuals and surroundings. The stories usually included multiple triggers; for example, both contextual and interaction triggers led to the
next phases of the experience: connection and follow-up.
4.2.2. Connection and Follow-up. In the traditional notion of
serendipity, connection refers to the phase when a person
reﬂects on the trigger based on their background and
knowledge, leading to identiﬁcation of possibly valuable
outcomes. In this study, connection refers to proactive,
reciprocal reﬂection on triggers and the interactive process
of obtaining an understanding of how to beneﬁt from
serendipitous social encounters. Such sense-making of the
encounter is built on recognizing common ground as people
get to know each other and exchange information, often
during their ﬁrst meeting (Table 4).
The respondents described various commonalities between themselves and their recently met persons. While the
majority of the respondents referred to having similar jobs
and interests in general, some speciﬁcally mentioned shared
research interests. There were also some examples of
identiﬁcation of similar personality traits, hobbies, and even
life experiences. One story brought up the similarities and
diﬀerences in of a good match in which the heterogeneity of
the background and viewpoints and the similarity of goals
and interests had beneﬁts for both professional and personal
contexts:
“I took part in a video lecture, sitting behind a Tv-screen in
a meeting room. [...] The discussions were diﬃcult due to a
bad connection, but I remember how excited I was when
someone started to comment about a book related to the
lecture. I had just ﬁnished it, and it had also been important
for my thinking. [...] We later met face-to-face with that
person, and since that day [...], we have been helping each
other’s growth both in personal as well as in professional

life. [...] We both work on dissertations, and although they
sound to be of subjects quite far from each other, we are
interested in the same phenomenon, but from a diﬀerent
point-of-view. We also share ideological goals and interests
in personal lives. [...] With quite a diﬀerent background
and a diﬀerent logic/mindset, we have grown to the beneﬁt
of our diﬀerences and to learn from each other instead of
“only” sharing similar experiences and thoughts.” (R34,
Finnish female, 42 y.o., Researcher, story length cut 52%)
The connection phase was crucial to obtaining an understanding of how to beneﬁt from a serendipitous social
encounter, whether to solve urgent problems or access new
opportunities or directions. However, to achieve the optimal
beneﬁt and turn pure chance into serendipity, one had to
invest in the follow-up phase. In social serendipity, followup refers to the deliberate social interactions with the encountered person needed to obtain a valuable outcome.
These interactions can include follow-up messaging, meetings, and more active collaboration. Thus, the connection,
together with the follow-up phase, can be said to distinguish
serendipity from pure luck or chance. One respondent
deeply contemplated this fact:
“In all my serendipitous encounters, there are two common
aspects—I have always been expecting nothing (no followup) after the ﬁrst contact and so was surprised that actually,
this particular case developed somehow. As a second, I
always had to invest some professional and personal eﬀorts
to explore the relation and get some long-term results. [...]”
(R16, Czech male, 33 y.o., Researcher, story length cut 78%)
Our analysis identiﬁed two main categories of follow-up
actions and interactions (Table 5). The ﬁrst one referred to
later capturing opportunities when an individual realized the
possible value in the initial encounter but could not yet
identify how or where to apply this potential. In our data,
such actions included, for instance, the exchange of contact
information. The majority of the respondents, however,
focused their narrations on the process of identifying mutual
beneﬁts during repeated social interactions such as meetings
and phone calls. It is worth noting that many stories had a
chain of follow-up actions, possibly including a delay between the connection and follow-up actions. Often, much
information needed to be exchanged before a mutually
beneﬁcial topic of collaboration was discovered.
While expecting technology to be a powerful tool for
connection and follow-up interactions with recently
established ties, some respondents noted that the ways in
which social media platforms were designed might limit
their use in the process of strengthening relationships:
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Table 6: Categories of valuable outcomes identiﬁed in respondents’ stories.

Category
Primary—professional (37 stories)
Secondary—social and personal (16 stories)

Examples from the stories
Professional collaboration, vocational growth, business partnership, and career
planning
Friendship, extended social networks, mentoring, useful information retrieval, selfimprovement, graduation, and educational awards

“I would like to know more about my network, but at the
moment it is very superﬁcial, I see only a page with a few
works and a list of their education and experience. It tells
me little about their personality, their hopes and expectations, their goals and aspirations. As a consequence, I
have many contacts but not so many friends or people I
know personally. I think faster networks and virtual reality
meetings will help to create lasting impressions and build
stronger relationships. I regret that I can only text message
to my LinkedIn contacts when a short virtual face-to-face
meeting would be much nicer and more humane.” (R35,
British male, 48 y.o., Data architect)
4.2.3. Valuable Outcomes. Valuable outcomes refer to the
positive outcomes of serendipitous social encounters. All the
analyzed stories resulted in professionally valuable outcomes,
and some were also followed by additional personal and social
beneﬁts (Table 6). The valuable professional outcomes included
examples of collaboration and partnering, gaining employed,
changing jobs, and deciding on career directions. In fact, in
some cases, an encountered person became not only a work
partner but also a good friend in personal life. Some respondents explained that the encounters helped them build and
extend their social networks, while others cited personal
achievements as beneﬁts. For instance, when assisted with
useful information, one might gain support to ﬁnalize one’s
education or obtain educational rewards. Finally, the respondents also mentioned self-improvement, referring to
learning new perspectives, getting additional training, solving
personal problems, improving professional skills, and changing
one’s worldview and behavior for better. We consider this
spectrum of beneﬁcial outcomes to consolidate the idea of
serendipity as a fruitful experience to universally seek in
professional life.
The respondents mentioned that not only chance or luck
led to beneﬁcial outcomes. Other relevant aspects of serendipity included, for instance, openness to new opportunities, curiosity, personal experiences, and professional
skills, which allowed taking advantage of serendipitous
encounters:
“Many chance encounters do not lead onto anything signiﬁcant beyond a pleasant encounter, professionally or
personally, but occasionally a relationship can lead to a
meaningful and important event or signiﬁcant change. [...]
For instance, when a chance encounter in a corridor in a
building led me to become involved in a predictive analytics
project for a business partner. Such events do not happen
often, but they happen with suﬃcient regularity that I am
minded to network with people and be open to new

possibilities [...]” (R35, British male, 48 y.o., Data architect,
story length cut 61%)
Individual qualities were essential to realize the opportunity for a fortunate encounter and beneﬁt from serendipity. For example, openness was needed to have the
appropriate mindset and experience to perceive the opportune moment. In other words, impact took place when
there was a space for it in one’s life.

5. Discussion
The results imply that knowledge workers’ experiences of
serendipitous social interactions manifest in various situations beyond organizational boundaries and oﬀer a wide
range of perceived beneﬁts. The data also demonstrate the
diversity of the contexts of the encounters and the triggers
that aﬀect the matching process. The subjectivity of drawing
a line between serendipity and mere luck results in variance
in the intensity of the experiences and eﬀects the respondents included in their stories. With our survey design and
recruitment eﬀorts, we managed to gather relatively strong
experiences of social serendipity. However, we expect that
we were unable to collect other more mundane instances of
these experiences. In the following, we highlight a few of our
qualitative ﬁndings that we consider to best characterize the
concept of social serendipity. In addition, we discuss the
seemingly minor role of technology in social serendipity and
outline design directions to enhance serendipitous experiences with technology. Finally, we address the methodological limitations of the study.
5.1. Key Characteristics of Social Serendipity. The ﬁrst
characteristic addressed is that social serendipity can be seen
as an instance of aesthetic experience [53]. To be more
speciﬁc, serendipity is a well-formed, complete experience
that is subjectively uniﬁed, recognized, and interpreted. It
has a beginning and an end and unfolds over time, producing a satisfying emotional quality—the joy of unsought
fortune—that permeates the entire process. The ﬂow of the
serendipitous experience thus is characterized by the purposeful connection of all phases coupled with the subject’s
actions and interactions with the physical and social environments. In the following, we reﬂect on each phase of social
serendipity identiﬁed in the stories and contrast them to
earlier research on the conceptualization of serendipity.
Theorizing serendipity, researchers [14, 23] revealed
types of triggers that make sense in the context of information retrieval in which the experienced outcome generally
relates to knowledge discoveries. In contrast, social
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serendipity consists of building valuable interpersonal relationships and thus is primarily driven by interactions
between people. Our ﬁndings, therefore, distinguish between contextual and interaction triggers. The stories indicate that experience is rarely sparked by only one type of a
trigger but instead is more commonly caused by a complex
combination of several triggers. While contextual triggers
create a fruitful scene for serendipity to occur, interaction
triggers play a more signiﬁcant role in the experiences of
serendipitous encounters because they lead to the next
phases.
In a traditional notion of information serendipity, the
connection phase is characterized by unconscious processing of the triggers and content, but our ﬁndings on social
serendipity demonstrate the qualities of proactive and reciprocal sense-making. The connection phase in interpersonal interactions centers on two primary approaches:
through direct social interactions, people either reﬂect on
commonalities between each other (e.g., to build trust) or
look for complementary characteristics (e.g., to identify
reasons to collaborate). The stories present two types of
follow-up actions and interactions: (i) repeated social interactions to strengthen connections and explore mutual
beneﬁts; and (ii) exchanges of contact information to capture opportunities for later use. To turn pure luck and chance
into social serendipity, both actors have to invest eﬀort and
commitment during the connection and follow-up phases.
As mentioned, the outcomes in the traditional notion of
serendipity generally are related to knowledge discovery. Of
course, in social serendipity, knowledge discovery is also one
of the beneﬁts complementing the primary value: new
beneﬁcial relationships with other people. In fact, making
meaningful connections with other people contributes to
information ﬂow and knowledge creation. All the examples
from our survey aimed at collecting stories about serendipity
in professional life explicitly refer to work-related beneﬁts
(e.g., ﬁnding new jobs and collaborators) as the major
valuable outcomes. However, many stories indicate that
professional gains are often accompanied by secondary
beneﬁts (e.g., friendship, mentoring, and self-improvement),
which enable even stronger social bonding. Moreover,
recognizing that one is experiencing social serendipity and
the related satisfying emotional qualities can be perceived as
beneﬁcial outcomes of the experience.
5.2. The Role of Technology in Social Serendipity. As addressed
in Section 2, earlier HCI research demonstrated considerable
interest in developing ICT to support social matching and
chance encounters. Although only a few narrations highlight
the role of technology in contributing to these experiences,
the respondents believed that ICT can help identify opportunities for serendipitous professional collaboration and
assist in matching and communication processes. While this
study does not allow generalizing the prevalence of ICT in
knowledge workers’ experiences of social serendipity, the
minor role of technology in this sample highlights the
importance of reconsidering what kinds of computational
approaches can more eﬀectively foster serendipitous social
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encounters. We claim that the presented empirical ﬁndings
on the social serendipity process can support the deﬁnition
of meaningful design goals and directions for future ICT. We
especially apply our thinking to social matching services [54]
and people recommender systems [55] because they both
represent a more proactive paradigm of technology. In
addition to presenting relevant information, such technologies make complex inferences and use algorithmic logic to
suggest alternatives to users and actively help their decisionmaking.
Current matching services and people recommender
systems often employ algorithms based on two well-established social networking mechanisms. First, matching is
primarily driven by the homophily hypothesis [56], which
states humans tend to connect mostly with those similar to
themselves. Second, they follow the triadic closure hypothesis, which holds that new connections are likely to
form between friends-of-friends [57], that is, between actors
who already have strong, trustworthy ties [58]. The human
preference for like-minded others and trust in new connections introduced by familiar others are even visible across
some stories collected in this study. However, these principles might be detrimental to knowledge work because they
contribute to the formation of social groups that consolidate
viewpoints, thus reducing the creation and distribution of
new knowledge and opinions. This phenomenon is referred
to as an echo chamber [59], and social media services have
recently received criticism for supporting echo chambers
[60].
Responding to these challenges, researchers in the domain of recommender systems have started to promote
serendipity as a feature that design should support [20]. The
primary objective of such serendipity-enhancing systems is
to increase the quality of recommendations by diversifying
content and enabling novelty and unexpectedness. Diversiﬁcation of the recommended content can increase the
probability of serendipity but does not always lead users to
perceive it. After all, intentionally using digital artifacts to
identify new potential connections inherently reduces the
element of unexpectedness. de Melo [14] claimed that to
provoke serendipitous experiences, systems have to implement all three qualities—new discoveries, unpredictability,
and value. While the ﬁrst two qualities can be achieved
through approaches such as randomization [61, 62] and
defamiliarization [63, 64], facilitating the creation of value
for the user is the most challenging task.
Inspired by de Melo’s notion of serendipitous systems
[14], we call for digital services that can contribute to the
entire processes of social serendipity. We propose a usercentric idea of ICT-enhanced social serendipity experiences
with three vital process-based elements: (i) an initial phase of
introducing opportunities for professional networking and
interpreting their inferred relevance, (ii) encouraging direct
social interactions for value creation, and (iii) maintaining
social awareness of established connections through facilitated follow-up processes. In the following, we discuss these
elements in relation to potential computational service
qualities. We primarily focus on aspects relevant to the HCI
community.
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5.2.1. Introducing Opportunities and Facilitating the Interpretation of Inferred Relevance. Our ﬁndings imply that
experiences of social serendipity are often initiated in unsought, face-to-face chats and discussions. Optimistic expectations of how computer-mediated communication
might lead to serendipity were rare among the respondents,
and most thought that the ﬁrst interactions should take place
face-to-face to establish social bonding and trust. These
ﬁndings could be explained by the fact that many of the
respondents were middle-aged or older citizens possibly less
trustful and open to the use of technology than millennials
[65].
Indeed, in virtual environments, many issues tend to
limit interactions with unfamiliar people. For instance,
privacy restrictions might inhibit making new connections.
The lower psychological pleasure from computer-mediated
communication than face-to-face interactions might reduce
motivation to chat with strangers. The lack of exploratory,
open-minded social settings in virtual environments might
hinder people from investing suﬃcient time for exploring
networking opportunities and mutual interests. In the early
phases of the social serendipity process, the probability of
experiencing the unexpected depends on the content such as
other users’ proﬁles and their presentation in the user interface. In people recommender systems, the degree of how
surprising and seemingly relevant the suggested new contacts are can aﬀect users’ acceptance and willingness to
interact with them.
The current standard of introducing people to each other
in social network platforms (e.g., recommendations of
whom to connect to or follow) is based on a simplistic, listbased approach using proﬁle pictures, names, and brief
biographical summaries. This way of delivering recommendations can be enough for lightweight, low-risk decisions, such as whom to follow or to identify existing
acquaintances on a platform. However, due to the various
needs of partnering and collaboration (e.g., from seeking a
mentor for personal vocational growth to building a community), ﬁnding valuable, meaningful people in knowledge
work requires enhanced content and proﬁling and advanced
visualization techniques to deliver recommendations. In this
regard, the variety of data about people available in social
media services could help build more comprehensive user
proﬁles and analyze existing ties in the larger social network
[66]. Social network analysis could also enable computational identiﬁcation of potentially relevant new and weak
ties. On a broad level, interactive, exploration-supporting
visualization of several perspectives of potential collaborators in a social network graph could facilitate the experience
of surprise and luck. Positioning a user in a social graph and
explaining the inferred relevance with recommended people
(e.g., by visualizing the similarities and diﬀerences mentioned by R34) thus could trigger serendipity and lead to the
connection phase.
The connection phase is primarily a mental process of
analyzing information about the new encounters and
reﬂecting on and interpreting the potential value of prospective interactions. To support this phase in ICT-mediated
environments, it is essential to create a smooth transition to
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social interactions, ﬁrst making users familiar with each
other through enhanced proﬁling. This calls for identifying
the types of content that, ﬁrst, best suit the diverse contexts
of professional matching and that, second, knowledge
workers consider to be suﬃciently valuable to start interacting with an unfamiliar match. In this case, user proﬁles
should present content that steers readers’ attention to users’
qualities that are timely and relevant to understand, thereby
initiating social interactions. Self-created content could be
complemented with computational analysis of personal
social data and extended with insights inferred from different digital platforms and social media services. Enriching
each user’s image could be useful to identify unanticipated
opportunities, inherent personal qualities, and contextual
oddities [67], attributes that might not appear in usergenerated content.
5.2.2. Encouragement and Persuasiveness for Value Creation
and Maintenance of Social Awareness. The ﬁndings imply
that even in face-to-face interactions, encounters that result
in serendipity could beneﬁt from the tertius iungens orientation [68], or facilitators to encourage, initiate, and coordinate interactions with new people and motivators to
follow up contacts. In addition to recommending seemingly
relevant new connections (i.e., increasing chances), ICT
could also facilitate the connection phase and aid identiﬁcation of potentially beneﬁcial outcomes. While designing
for various encouraging features (i.e., persuasiveness) in ICT
applications is tempting, achieving an acceptable yet useful
degree of persuasion is highly challenging. Current people
recommender systems in social media services can be
considered to have a reasonably reliable ability to suggest a
variety of opportunities, but they have no role in converting
these recommendations into actual behavior.
Designing ways to motivate users to perform the necessary actions on the path to realize possible social serendipity calls for audacious design exploration. We propose
that this role could be best realized through cooperative
synergy between a data-driven analytics system focused on
computational analysis and a user capable of making personally relevant interpretations and focusing on the qualitative aspects of social matching. Thus, ICT-enhanced social
serendipity could be aimed at achieving human-in-the-loop
analytics [69] and augmented intelligence [70, 71] rather
than artiﬁcial intelligence, that is, supplementing human
intelligence with computational capabilities through new
forms of HCI. The innate diﬀerences between human decision-making and computational logic necessitate careful
design of the interplay of these two types of intelligence [72].
For example, considering the well-known paradox of choice
[73], instead of increasing the numbers of matching opportunities, perhaps ICT applications should reduce choice
anxiety by radically limiting the options of suitable individuals or giving users eﬃcient ways to do so reﬂectively and
systematically.
For example, ICT could provide cues regarding its inferences of how a given social recommendation is relevant to
the target user and deliver so-called tickets to talk to initiate
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discussions and maintain already established ties. Furthermore, as the ﬁndings demonstrate, valuable outcomes are
generally achieved after long-term follow-up activities,
sometimes over the course of several decades. To maintain
interpersonal relationships and to support value creation
among users, one suitable approach could be to keep users
updated on their recommended contacts’ recent activities
and to inform users of suitable opportunities for face-to-face
and virtual meetings. Supporting users in understanding the
value of their new and existing connections could be
achieved by utilizing advanced personalization approaches.
The system could adjust the appearance of users’ proﬁles and
contents, gradually revealing more facts about them (enabling the element of surprise) and potentially encouraging
direct communication and follow-up avenues. Moreover, by
collecting users’ feedback on new adaptive proﬁle representations, matching algorithms could learn individuals’
preferences and criteria for subjectively perceived relevance.
This personalization approach could imitate the repeated
encounter triggers revealed in the sample data and thus
enhance people’s decision-making process in the choice of
better matching opportunities for value creation.
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also used terms like “chance” and “unexpected encounters
that lead to valuable outcome.” The welcome page of the
survey explained what we sought in layperson’s terms.
Second, the individual variance in perceiving unexpected
[74] might have been another factor preventing people to
recognize serendipity. The concept of serendipity was
related to chance and luck, so some people may have
wrongly assumed that a lack of control was a fundamental
element in such experiences. For instance, people with a
high locus of control [75] might not have attributed such
experiences to chance but, instead, considered beneﬁcial
encounters to have resulted from their own eﬀorts and
decisions. Little research has addressed cultural diﬀerences on the experience of luck and unexpectedness, so we
could not assess how well this sample with a speciﬁc
cultural bias represented the entire human population.
Nevertheless, as this study was not aimed at producing
generalizable quantitative information (e.g., the prevalence of the phenomenon), we believed that the downsides
were tolerable given the seemingly rare research on experiences of social serendipity in knowledge work.

6. Conclusions
5.3. Methodological Limitations. All methodologies impose
diﬀerent limitations on the reliability and validity of ﬁndings. In this study, for example, an online survey might not
have been considered to be ideal for qualitative research. The
sampling could be challenging to control, compromising
generalizability, and the truthfulness of the answers could
not be veriﬁed as in face-to-face interviews. However, the
choice to run an online survey with open-ended questions
was considered to be the most suitable compromise between
the research objectives and practicality. On the one hand, the
research gap and our questions called for qualitative accounts to deeply describe and understand the subjective
experiences and reported social encounters. On the other
hand, the prevalence of knowledge workers’ memorable
serendipitous social encounters was considered to be relatively low, making recruitment for an interview-based study
highly challenging on a practical level. Furthermore, as the
respondents self-reported past experiences, recall bias very
likely inﬂuenced the truthfulness of the reported experiences. This, however, was inevitable because serendipity, in
fact, required time to progress and so could hardly be studied
as it unfolded.
Despite extensive recruiting eﬀorts, attracting respondents proved to be challenging, which could be seen
to support our assumption of the rarity of such experiences. Fortunately, the analyzed responses were very
detailed and represented relatively strong, vivid examples
of serendipity, which allowed in-depth accounts of the
experiences. We speculated that the diﬃculties gathering
data resulted from two main factors. First, some survey
visitors might not have understood the concept of serendipity or correlated it with their own experiences. The
term has been relatively little used outside academia,
especially compared to other related concepts. We anticipated this issue upfront, so the survey introduction

Serendipity has been actively theorized in the context of
information retrieval, but social serendipity has not been
extensively studied with empirical approaches. We conducted an international, qualitative online survey and
gathered 37 responses with rich examples of serendipitous
social encounters. Our analysis reveals various insights into
the nature of social serendipity in the context of knowledge
work. In addition to reporting a wide range of aspects and
subjective experiences relevant to social serendipity, we
extend the theoretical understanding of the serendipity
process with aspects particularly applicable to serendipity
in social contexts. The gathered insights can be employed to
inform the design of more eﬀective and appropriate ICT.
While luck and unexpectedness characterize any chance
encounters, social serendipity also requires active followup to identify their potentially valuable outcomes and
active collaboration to realize them. Social serendipity
beneﬁts from repeated encounters, social facilitation, and
identiﬁcation of shared goals and reciprocal beneﬁts. Interestingly, however, only a few of the respondents reported
that ICT served in roles that somehow contributed to the
emergence or support of serendipitous encounters. We,
therefore, highlight the question of the meaningful roles of
ICT in computationally enabled social serendipity
experiences.
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